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How Many Among US Are Netanyahu's Bitches? 

One guy, Biden, who needs to be in jail, sends carrier groups to Israel, to support an-
other guy who needs to be in jail. Israel lost 1000 of its citizens to a vicious 'war crime' 
last week, but to take care of the 'Gaza Strip' they have no need of American support.

'Terrorist' is a word mostly used by American elites to designate those they want 
marginalized—like so many of us that voted for Trump. Terrorism implies no purpose 
beyond 'wanton mayhem', which is not Hamas or Hezbollah. Hamas is a military wing 
(brought into existence with support from Netanyahu, Soros), with a mission to act on 
behalf of its population, beleaguered by 'ethnic cleansing', conducted by the US/Israel.   

Most pundits, as they did during those 1st weeks of Russia's invasion of Ukraine, 
have their heads up their asses. All they see is the 'war crime' on civilians (despicable 
and in no way unjustifiable), but, just as we needed to weigh Russia's action on events 
that began in 2014, the situation for Palestine is much worse—taking us back to 1947.

Palestinians (as is the case with most nations having the unfortunate fortune to deal 
with US/Israel), are desperate—acting-out in desperation (let me re-iterate that I con-
done, in no way, Hamas attacking defenseless civilians). But much of the Muslim world 
will condone it because the Palestinian military showed its power to wake the West up.

Just as the West knows 'in its marrow', that with Belt/Road, hypersonic missiles, and 
scores of nations siding with China and Russia, that 'the jig is up', it's also up for Israel.

Consider the math: 1000 Israelis wantonly killed, but overall kill ratios for IDF is 30/1,  
while denying human dignity for Palestinians since 1947. Before Hamas existed—'eth-
nic cleansing' of Palestinians, killed or moved out, never to return to their homes—by 
what were essentially 'terrorists', the armed wing of a state that had not yet come into 
existence. Clarifying the policy, after the '67' war, Moshe Dayan, when admitting to the 
'ethnic cleansing' reminded the world that it was done for a greater purpose than man. 

Yeah, greater purpose, like Biden today agreeing to an oil deal with Venezuela for a 
promise that Venezuela would hold fairer elections. This is the stuff of Monty Python. 
An entire people has it lands taken for it, 75 years ago, to reside in an open air concen-
tration camp, where they are mowed-down at 'peaceful, unarmed 'marches for dignity'.

Instead of historical analysis, even those I listen to weekly, such as Robert Barnes, 
frames it in 'snippets and putdowns', pointing to how many on his staff (regional history 
decided by 'an office pool'), side with Israel.  All this obfuscation begs the question.



Netanyahu doesn't forget lessons from the 'holocaust'. He calls foes Nazis while, like 
Hitler, he tries to take over Israel's high court in his bid to avoid 'justice'. Dismissive of 
Israeli 'complicity' in the plight of Palestinians, he's allegedly not averse to a 'final solu-
tion' for Gaza. After taking 'measured justice' steps, can Israel fulfill 'god's covenant'?

Benjamin Netanyahu has stated that he can direct the US wherever he wants it to 
go. Our beloved republic can be maneuvered by this vile, corrupt man, who is allegedly 
'hellbent' to eradicate a people and have American blood shed to keep him out of jail? 
Like an American neocon, having never seen a war he doesn't like, Netanyahu doesn't 
need the US to take-out Gaza, but he does need the US for a 'greater religious war'.

To perpetuate strife and control, Israel's propaganda machine makes Zelensky look 
a 'teenager with a mimeograph machine'. In the US Congress, Israel is 'hard at it', lob-
bying for immunity for its policies. As with 'limited liability' for US officials, and non-liabil-
ity awarded US 'drug pushers', any daring to question Israeli policy—cancelled/worse.

In a war between 'god's chosen' and 'brown rabble' living in a cage next door, are we 
Israeli 'brothers in arms'?  The problem with a religious war is that religion has no place 
in politics—never mind geo-politics. If you have religious beliefs, do like the 'founding 
fathers', who, other than the odd reference to 'under God', kept their beliefs private. 

Next to greed and political coercion, religion is up there as a main cause for human 
suffering. So, cut to the chase: None of us us know that God gave Palestine to the 
Jews? How could you know what God does or does not do? You have beliefs that you 
accept as the 'truth'. That's your 1st Amendment right—now keep it to yourself.     

Politics that works relies on secular values, notwithstanding what our republic gained 
from our founders bringing New Testament values: charity/forgiveness, side by side 
with liberty/free enterprise/sound money. Together, these allowed the US to endure.  

The main problem with religion in the political arena is that it relies on 'belief', and the 
earmark of a belief is that it is 'always true'. If you don't think so, ask someone with 
one. Unlike opinions that are testable, when a Christian has a fundamental disagree-
ment with a Muslim, over unquestionable religious tenets—there's your 'holy war'.

What's going on in the 'holy land' is at least as dangerous as the 'Cuban Missile Cri-
sis'. And, with religious biases in the picture, there is no good outcome. If a belief is 
based on something that was supposedly said 3500 years ago—how does that settle?  

The strife in Palestine/Israel is a 'stain' on civilization, wherein few are able to be ob-
jective. Even Bobby Jr., to whom I was giving some benefit of the doubt, is parading 
around with a 'rabbi', who like Bobby, condones any of the horror Netanyahu brings.

Just as Americans, waving the flag of 'divine manifest destiny', rationalized the 
slaughter of '1st American heathens', Israelis, basking in 'god-given' (small g), man-
dates to rule over Samaria et al—are 'ordained' to displace, 'the unclean, the rabble'.

As with Pfizer and Ukraine, once the narrative wears thin, and even the West begins 
to question what the hell is going on—faith in false narrative will succumb to fact. 

But religion is a different beast. Religion blinds nations into 'mouthing platitudes'. 2 
million Palestinian, 'open air concentration camp victims' may get to face what they de-
serve—justified by 'mass guilt'. Done to eradicate Hamas/Gaza for' god and land grab'.

Are Biden and Netanyahu stupid enough to play the WW3 card to stay out of jail? As 
with Ukraine, there are reported US 'directives' against using terms such as 'negotia-
tion', 'peace talks', 'cease fire'. Morons in service to morons are busy writing our future. 
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